Who vs. That vs. Which Answer Sheet

1. The painting **that** was hanging over the fireplace was one of Monet’s finest works.

2. The student **who** received an F felt the test was unfair and petitioned to the university president.

3. Tina would not admit **that** she was wrong.

4. The World War II painting consisted of presidents killing men instead of soldiers, **which** caused a lot of controversy.

5. Professor Tomero, **who** teaches a Sociology class, was out sick this week.

6. Kim Kardashian’s obsession with fur and leather has increased world-wide sales, **which** has led animal rights advocates to protest.

7. The politician **who** wore the blue suit shouted angrily at the mayor.

8. The vase of roses **that** were on my dining room table shattered when I knocked into the table.

9. The movie **that** Jesse and I saw last night was three hours long.

10. Tina Fey, **who** was one of the hosts on Saturday Night Live, will be a presenting at the Oscars.

11. The ASC, **which** helps students with reading and writing, will be closed on Fridays this semester.